Numismatic Oddities in Ipswich. IV.
W. R. Vezin 6/12/2020.
Thirteen of the fourteen specimens in the following twelve lots are unlisted. “Oddities” may also be
forgeries, or disputed, or peculiar either in themselves or in circumstances of consignment or sale.

1) Bulgaria? 530’s A.D. An exceptionally crude imitation of a small module post reform (498518) Byzantine Constantinople follis of Anastasius I, AE 19mm 6.34g (1). Obverse laureate
draped bust right: reverse, star to left, cross above, ? below M. In ex., CE. ?. I. Locally
produced by an isolated community, possibly during the Justinian Pandemic. Academic
articles on geographically and historically diverse similar issues based on discovered purse
losses, small hoards, etc. with archaeological correlations appear occasionally. Far more
often, as here, there are sporadic single finds, contexts being lots. This, from a multiple lot
appeared during an INS meeting some ten years ago. Original follis weights vary, 3.3-11.6g!

2) North Panjab into Kashmir: Sikh occupation coin of former Mughal territory, 1821 A.D.? AE
16-18mm, 9.2g Paisa, found amongst a multiple lot of 42 Indian coppers (2) lot 1117 sold for
£61 total. These coins appear never to have been catalogued or illustrated systematically,
having been issued through many licensed counterfeiters and private contractors.
Individually incomprehensible and indecipherable, they cannot be tied to particular sources.
Also, local people there are publicity averse. The coins are mentioned in passing by Herrli (3)
unillustrated. As usual the obverse shows an unrecognisable fragmentary bilingual legend in
Persian and Gurumukhi, with an abbreviation for VF year 1878? The reverse… enigmatic.

3) Disputed: Hyderabad AV 1/8 Ashrafi KM Y# 54.2 (4) catalogued (2) lot 555 as “1364/35 date
not in Krause?”. A few weeks after its being consigned and sold as fait accompli, on its being
chosen for this article, two small reddish discolourations were noted, obverse exergue 5
o’clock corresponding to an apology of the date ‘4’, and reverse 40 percent zone, just below
9 o’clock in the design over a ditto ‘35’. Close viewing of this unrecorded item seems to
show doctoring of what may be a genuine 1360H. The catalogue query seems to confer all
liability onto the buyer. £365.

4) Malay Peninsula, 2nd half of 19c: Chinese Hong tin mining group: Tin 26mm 6.78g Pitji (2) lot
643. Rare. (5) has an identical obverse, but with a Hong character reverse. £109 total.

5) Three Chinese charms with curiously uniform toning, 34mm bronze, A) 16.64g B) 17.42g C)
16.90g, the catalogue description ‘ancient’ deleted online before the sale (6) lot 373. A)
Inscription in 12c Seal script, Shao Xi (“Carry on with the old ways – bright, sunny”, the reign
title of Guang Zong 1190-1194) Tong Bao (“Current Coin”- this epithet never used by that
emperor) B) In regular script, Jia Ding Yong Bao (“Praiseworthy order Enduring treasure(?)”)
C) Ditto, Chia Chang Wu Nien (“Fine prosperity Five Years”). None of these combinations of
characters seem to appear in any of the standard references on Chinese charms: Remmelts,
Mitchiner, Schjoth, Op den Velde & Harthill, Thierry (I & II), Blanchard & van Quy, Glover or
the Shanghai Catalogue (7). £54 total.

6) Early posthumous Alexander the Great tetradrachm, AR 16.92g 26.5mm. Zeus enthroned
left on the reverse showing no embellishments or control marks. Produced at an unknown
Greek mint, the unrecorded feature here being an apparent signature under the arm, left
field (6) lot 368. C.f. Price 844 (8) £219 total.

7) Edward the Martyr Penny, Ipswich Mint, Moneyer Wilebeart; 1.32g. Only the fourth
specimen of this moneyer, and eighth of Ipswich of this king, and of unique dies (6) lot 385.
Another similar, of Waldferth was found at the same time (DNW sale 160, 5-6- June 2019 lot
591. £9900). Compare the portrait relief and die cutting technology of these two with the
six other specimens, under three moneyers previously discovered of this monarch: Sadler 1,
30-1, fig. 12-15, Sadler 2, 209, fig. 13A, Sadler 3, 439, fig. 13A. (9). £7296 total.

8) Balkans? A Legionary or occupation countermarked worn or effaced as (2) lot 718, 25-6mm
8.3g, marked for Augustus, and Tiberius twice: AUG, TICAE and TI.C.A, this apparently
unrecorded, as are triple marked coins. £36.48 total.

9) An unrecorded Roman Republic state forgery: many appear in ‘official coin’ catalogues. P.
Licinius Nerva 113-12 BC AR 16mm 2.75g denarius, Sear 169, RSC Licinia 7 (10) lot 1173. It is
accepted over the last twenty years or so that plated or base products from official dies did
not derive from private individuals; that batches of false blanks were supplied to uninformed
mint workers for whatever purpose. The dark patches of ‘deposit’ characteristic of fourrées
come from inside the coins. The silver coating in contact with the more electropositive core
forms a short circuited electrochemical cell promoting oxidative degradation of any parts of
the core underneath any striking flaws in the coating typically occurring at design cliff edges.
Water vapour partial pressure gradients arise from reactions producing basic low density,
hence larger volume copper salt (atacamite, malachite etc) minerals displacing the coating
and drawing in more water – slowly degrading the core over millenia. A less astute
acquisition by the writer for £191 total.

10) Caracalla Augustus: Serdica, Thrace AE 30mm 15.9g. Reverse helmeted Ares standing
forward, head right holding spear (11) lot 2134. About a half of all issues of this colonial
mint 1-3c AD were produced under Caracalla. This obverse die with its unprecedentedly
emaciated portrait is new. The obverse inscription is as H&J 12.18. 11.11, the reverse
apparently die linking with 12.18. 11.10 (12). The obverse inscription, right, had been recut.
Although an oddity, the obverse with turned up edge, the flat reverse, the irregular shape
and edge with its slight ferro/paramagnetism, typical of this series, suggest authenticity.
£323 total.

11) Unlisted: Henry VI first reign, very early? AV quarter noble 1.74g. The fabric is annulet issue,
London mint – but without annulets and with double saltire stops on the reverse (13) lot
1977. J.C. Sadler and the writer puzzled over this: a unique coin from the “double saltire
pre-annulet issue” type? £1314 total.

12) Lysimachos, Thrace, Tetradrachm c. 282 BC? Metrology unavailable (14) lot 960. The
reverse exergue control mark, an encircled K is listed (15) under uncertain mints, but the
second, left field XE with what appears to be two conjoined horse’s heads above is unknown
as is any two part control mark aligned vertically. Portraits of Lysimachos vary considerably
in style: occasionally authenticities of some pieces are disputed, but market values and bids
are made with discounts ad hoc based on probability. This one predictably failed to sell at
£600.
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